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anxiety, fear, and even new joys and love. That said, you, our audience, are a vital
component of the satisfaction we get out of act creation. It’s our goal to foster a
relationship between performer and audience that starts with a conversation. Without you,
we’re just shouting into the void. So again, thank you so much for being here to listen.

Message from Atelotorque

Thank you so much for supporting and appreciating
our art. This show was developed to feed the needs of
our local aerial community. Our primary goal was to
give our local performers, who’ve been deprived of
their creative outlets, a path to develop meaningful
work again. We’ve all been through so much, in
different iterations, over the last year. We wanted to
give our talented and driven aerialists of all levels a
way to safely come together and tell our stories of
challenge and connection in this time of barriers,

If you'd like to tip the production as a whole and
support future shows, you can do that on Venmo at

@LindsayStraus, or scan or click on the QR code.
 

- Amy, Elizabeth, Lindsay, & Tawnya

This is a free community show, and all of the work that has gone into it has been volunteered. If
you would like to financially contribute to the abilities of our artists to continue making work and
growing their talents, we encourage you to tip them via Venmo, as listed next to their acts.

<-- Click on our logo on any page to go to our website!

https://atelotorque.com/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=1654712562614272964
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Act Order

SEASONS OF QUARANTINE - Tran & Anni, pg 6
This silks duo act who come to us from Tucson have been using their piece to explore the emotional arc of how
they've experienced connection throughout the pandemic. Their movement will speak to the new reality of anxiety and
unknown, fraught with isolation and boredom, and eventually new connection through shared experience.

ALICE IN ANXIETY LAND - Ryann, Lora, & Shawn - pg 6
Who, in the last year, can’t relate to their own anxiety as such a real impediment to productivity it feels like a living,
breathing, monkey on your back? We certainly can. This lyra/hammock act contemplates the concept of anxiety as a
physical parasite, constantly working to derail their life.

SOCIAL DISTANCING BLUES - Kristy & Corina, pg 7
This trapeze/lyra act tackles the lighter side of pandemic chaos. Remember the constantly changing guidelines? The
TP crisis? Did you wipe down your groceries with bleach or drink extra wine to cope? Regardless of how terrible it was
in the moment, you have to admit, some of it is laughable in retrospect.

HEY YOU - Forrest & Jill, pg 7
The pandemic has presented a particular challenge for people who live alone, it has highlighted that friendships we
sometimes take for granted provide necessary sustenance for our well-being. This silks duo delves into the
relationships we need to lift us up when we don’t have the strength to do it for ourselves.

REUNION - Agustin & Gustavo, pg 8
The last year left many lovers separated by circumstance in different parts of the planet, not knowing when they
would see each other again. This stunning duo spanset act speaks to their experience being apart, and finally
reunited, and all of the anxiety and torture against their barrier of time and space.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN? - Dzintra & Emma, pg 8
This hammock and dance trapeze act tackles a topic that has tortured far too many of us over the last year: online
schooling. Parents can surely relate to the challenges of distance learning: microphones not working, bored students,
a general lack of understanding among involved parties, etc. But even if you haven’t been herding small humans, it’s
very probable you experienced an online meeting that resulted in endless (and possibly comedic) frustration.

https://atelotorque.com/
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Act Order

ALONE TOGETHER - Thomas, Corina, Sarah, & Amy, pg 9
When the world locked down, some people were suddenly trapped with another person and others were trapped
alone. Both situations presented unique tortures and joys. This teardrop/dance trapeze piece looks at the daily lives
of neighbors composed of lovers and a single woman with only her alter ego to keep her company.

VERSIONS OF SELF - Jeanie & Rebecca, pg 9
Last year it seemed like the gravity on Earth got dialed up a notch. We still had to get through living day-to-day life, but
we were weighed down by uncertainty, fear, and sorrow. Every normal task was more of a struggle than ever before.
This duo lyra piece delves into the before, during, and after of this time and the toll it’s taken on how we navigate life.

TAKING CARE - Elizabeth & Tawnya, pg 10
Caretakers have come into the spotlight as people we desperately rely on when we are at our most vulnerable. Care-
taking is not just an occupation, though, and caretakers are not, themselves, an island. People who give care also
become depleted and rely on their own support system to rebuild their strength. This act explores how we get what
we need from each other and giving/received care as a cycle.

BREAKING POINT - Phoenix Straps Club, pg 10
This straps act contemplates the trauma experienced during the pandemic as a result of the necessary dismantling of
a group of friends. They were forced to isolate from each other, and then slowly, carefully, were able to come back
together. After the mental toll of uncertainty, they found that connection, support, and love helped to heal in the end.

RISE UP Alisha & Brent, pg 11
This acro duo act takes us back to those moments of quarantine when we were separated from the things we loved
and feeling weary. However, it tells an uplifting story, one where two artists found ways to make the most of a less
than ideal situation. Despite facing obstacles, they come together and visualize what it will be like to perform their art
again.

BREAK FREE - Alex & Kristi, pg 11
This silks piece addresses the resiliency of the human condition, with a dash of Freddie Mercury. Yes, we’ve all been
through a lot, and most of us will come out on the other side changed in ways we could never have expected, but we
are also emerging from this traumatic last year with a renewed appreciation for things we previously took for granted. 

https://atelotorque.com/
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TRAN FINN is an aerialist and contortionist based out of Tucson, AZ. Tran has trained
silks for the past 8 years and is the lead contortion and handstands instructor at The
Circus Academy of Tucson. When she’s not upside down, Tran is an elementary school
music teacher, an avid consumer of Hot Cheetos products, and enjoys watching soccer!
ANNIE is an aerial dancer and circus artist with over 15 years of circus training and
performance experience. She specializes in aerial silks and generally enjoys anything that
involves flying through the air. Currently, she teaches aerial arts at The Circus Academy of
Tucson and spends her free time adventuring with her two dogs.
TRAN & ANNIE have performed together through the Spider Silk Circus since 2014. After
working for a year on a duo lyra act, the pandemic pushed them apart onto separate silks,
and they’ve spent the last year creating aerial silks choreography together… that
audiences have yet to see, until now!

Artist turned aerialist, RYANN is a local costume designer that spends as much time on her
sewing machine as she does on her hoop. Aerial started as a way to stay in shape and

slowly turned into a passion that fuels Ryann’s creative goals for performing and
designing. LORA found her passion in aerial a little over a year ago by stumbling upon

Vertical Fix Circus Arts when looking for crossfit gyms. She has been climbing on
everything, inverting, and doing leg raises at the gym far before even knowing what aerial

was, but now her weird ways have a purpose! SHAWN started taking aerial classes at Case
Western University’s student circus club. After graduating from college, Shawn took

several months off to travel abroad. Upon his return, he moved to Arizona, and after a year
of living in Arizona, he started taking classes again at 28 years old.

 

Artist Bios

Tran & Annie

Ryann, Lora, & Shawn

@annie-mielke-

@lora-riddle

@shawn_anigans1@loriddle86@kay.kay.ninja

@tthaiarts @anniemielke

https://atelotorque.com/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2455372220596225004
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2668957731389440796
https://www.instagram.com/shawn_anigans1/
https://www.instagram.com/loriddle86/
https://www.instagram.com/kay.kay.ninja/
https://www.instagram.com/tthaiarts/
https://www.instagram.com/anniemielke/
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@aerialescapeentertainment @aerialoutcasts

KRISTY has been a lifelong lover of the physical and performing arts, dabbling across the
spectrum in dance, martial arts, equestrian arena show jumping, pole, and finally coming to
worship at the altar of aerial arts. She teaches classes, and owns the entertainment
company, Aerial Escape Entertainment, and in her free time is a pediatric gastroenterologist
at Phoenix Children’s Hospital. Also, when there’s not a pandemic, she enjoys a good
volunteer vacation to a foreign country. With a background in aerial and improv CORINA
enjoys interweaving the two to create stories through movement. She has an appreciation
for the technical and artistic aspects of aerial, always striving to bring emotive fluidity and
strength into her art. While she has primarily performed solo she finds that the
collaboration of partner work can be quite magical. KRISTY AND CORINA first met at Circus
School of Arizona. They formed a partnership and started performing together because of
their love of all things Aerial and Circus. CSA, is gone, sadly, but fortunately the partnership
of Kristy and Corina lives on!

Artist Bios

FORREST has been training in aerial arts for 5 years, focusing on aerial silks, corde lisse,
and pole. He has performed for many local events and at Burning Man.

JILL has been training aerial arts for 8 years. Her favorite apparatuses are aerial rope and
silks. She is excited to perform her first duo routine with Atelotorque today!

FORREST AND JILL started training together 5 years ago at 3 Queens Circus and have
performed in several shows together since that time.

Kristy & Corina

Forrest & Jill

@Kristy-Ingebo

@greyspectre

@greyspectre @jbrumand

https://atelotorque.com/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2293074600394752492
https://www.instagram.com/aerialescapeentertainment/
https://www.instagram.com/aerialoutcasts/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2259752440561664010
https://www.instagram.com/greyspectre/
https://www.instagram.com/jbrumand/
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@agus.afs @gustavo_romanello

Artist Bios

AGUSTIN received a ticket to Cirque du Soleil’s Alegria as a birthday gift, and was
inspired to search for a place to learn and practice the art of aerial acrobatics. He quickly
fell in love and began competing, performing, and coaching silks and lyra. GUSTAVO
began training and eventually competing pole sport at age 25, out of a love of
calisthenics. He was excited for the new challenges he was facing. As he progressed he
ventured into silks and lyra, and bought his aerial studio in Argentina with all his favorite
aerial apparatuses. AGUSTIN AND GUSTAVO met at Training Shoes, when Gustavo
offered Agustin a spot to teach there. They became friends first and then life partners.
Agustin had to stay home for a knee surgery while Gustavo was building the foundation
of a new life adventure for them both abroad. Covid made their reunion a little harder but
finally they got the chance to meet in Arizona, where they created their duo spanset
performance.

DZINTRA was an ex-ballroom dance instructor in search of a physical and creative outlet
when she discovered aerial arts four years ago. She found a passion for dance trapeze

and has recently decided that sling is just a squishy trapeze, and she loves it just as much.
EMMA started her aerial journey at age 21 with Flagstaff Aerial Arts. After moving back to

Phoenix she dove head first into the local circus community and explored all kinds of
circus disciplines like silt walking, fire arts, and aerial arts. She now trains and teachers at

Vertical Fix Circus Arts. DZINTRA AND EMMA share a love of trapeze and choreography
(and a teacher/student relationship) so it was only natural that they team up for this

project. They had a blast playing with the similarities and differences between sling and
dance trapeze for this mashup!

Agustin & Gustavo

Dzintra & Emma

@Agustin-Baccega

@dzintra-malins

@balticballroombabe @emma.c.315

https://atelotorque.com/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=3137324619661312346
https://www.instagram.com/agus.afs/
https://www.instagram.com/gustavo_romanello/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=1890815982960640729
https://www.instagram.com/balticballroombabe/
https://www.instagram.com/emma.c.315/
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@jp_aerial @littlecircuscupcake

Artist Bios

THOMAS started his aerial journey at the nimble young age of 38. All it took was one trapeze class back in
2012, and he was hooked. His passions vary between static trapeze, dance trapeze, lyra, stilt walking, silks,
hammock, and dabbles in straps and chains. Thomas started teaching in 2016 and loves sharing his
knowledge of circus arts with classes, workshops, and camps throughout the year. In his spare time, he does
rigging projects, puzzles, gardening, and owns a couple of businesses, including Vertical Fix Circus Arts.
CORINA - see bio on pg 7. SARAH is a biomedical engineer with a love of solving puzzles and flying. Aerial
arts are, essentially, the best of these two worlds. She has been an aerialist now for about 3 years: starting
with flying trapeze and then moving to static and dance trapeze. This will be her second duo act
performance.  AMY, one of the producers of Atelotorque, is a silks and rope artist primarily, although she’s
also fluent in tippy lyra and trapeze. She’s been an aerialist for 8 years and has performed in lots of student
shows, corporate events for several different entertainment companies, and even an occasional burlesque
act. She is currently a silks instructor at Vertical Fix Circus Arts. THOMAS, CORINA, SARAH, AND AMY'S
piece was initiated by Thomas, but developed into a true collaboration. They’ve spent hours in the studio
mirroring choreography, building a narrative for their piece, and laughing at inevitable fails. Working together
to create this piece has become a beautiful experience and memory in and of itself for the quartet.

With a dance background in hip hop, JEANIE discovered her love for aerial circus in 2015. She is
driven by the art of lyra and her first love: silks. In the last couple of years, she has performed in many
student shows and entertainment events in the community. When not training or performing, you can

find her behind the computer as a digital marketing guru.  As a former gymnast, REBECCA was
determined to bring enjoyable movement back into her life by age 30. She stumbled upon aerial arts
and found her new passion in life: lyra. She has a tradition of taking a lyra class from every new city
she goes to! Being a part of the circus community has opened up a whole new world of possibilities

for Rebecca and you can also find her bottle walking, doing acro, or even flying trapeze. JEANIE AND
REBECCA met in 2019 taking lyra workshops and classes. The pandemic hit almost exactly a year
later, but it didn’t dampen either of their passions for hoop. When they received an opportunity to

express how COVID-19 has impacted their lives, they decided to team up to create an epic duo lyra
piece for Atelotorque’s spring community show.

Thomas, Corina, Sarah, & Amy

Jeanie & Rebecca

@Thomas-Park-55

@Jeanievipham

@sarahjane_way
@verticalfix
@aerial.otter

@amelbye62

https://atelotorque.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jp_aerial/
https://www.instagram.com/littlecircuscupcake/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2514980058431488681
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=3027907391782912703
https://www.instagram.com/sarahjane_way/
https://www.instagram.com/verticalfixproductions/
https://www.instagram.com/aerial.otter/
https://www.instagram.com/amelbye62/
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Phoenix Straps club is comprised of four “aerial sisters” who have a close friendship that knows no bounds, even
through the “panini”. The girls began calling themselves the Phoenix Straps Club after taking lessons from
Amadeus Lopez of New York City Straps Club, who teaches them both beastly conditioning and how to be

compassionate humans. JENI has had a varied movement background, from figure skating to weight lifting to
yoga, but after seeing a colleague post videos on lyra, decided that was what she was going to become a hoop

babe after graduating from ASU with her bachelor’s in Anthropology. Four years and a master’s degree later, she
can’t stand hoop, and has become a trap queen and hand-to-hand aficionado (with her proud seal fiancee Ted).

EMILY spent her childhood training in ballet and other forms of dance until the age of 16 when she discovered a
new passion: aerial arts. She has narrowed her focus to aerial straps and trained under a handful of professionals

around the US. Emily is working towards landing professional contracts outside of Arizona, but currently loves
being in the valley, sharing her skills and talents as both a performer and an instructor. CRISSY always had an

affinity for expressive art and performance, so when she began her aerial arts adventure in 2016 she was
immediately smitten. Since then, Crissy found her true passion in the aerial arts community. Crissy primarily
focuses on aerial straps and dance trapeze disciplines, and has taught and performed throughout the valley.

NICHOLE found aerial arts at age 26 when she took her first aerial arts class at Vertical Fix Circus Arts. It was love
at first sight. When the world isn't in the middle of a pandemic, she can be found performing all over the valley,

including as a professional mermaid at the Arizona Renaissance Festival each year, coaching aerial arts and yoga,
and competing at national aerial competitions! In 2019, she took home first place at Aerialympics Nationals in the

All Stars Silks category.
 

@ecnewlin @sassyjolie

@jadisfeigns @aerial_dancer01
@crissycurious @nicholeaerial

Artist Bios

ELIZABETH was bitten by the circus bug nearly 8 years ago and loves to mix it up on nearly all the
apparatus. She’s performed for local entertainment companies, so many student shows, and one
very memorable burlesque festival in Colorado. She brings a dance and gymnastics background to
the table, in addition to a curious heart and maybe a tiny bit of adrenaline addiction. TAWNYA has
been training and performing in the aerial world for a decade. She began her journey as a pole
artist, before transitioning to lyra and sling in almost any form you can think of. She’s performed
for corporate events, creative shows, and talent competitions. She’s the founder/owner of the
entertainment company, Elevated Aerials, and is a skilled seamstress/costume creator.
ELIZABETH AND TAWNYA are both producers of Atelotorque and their partnership for this project
began just as that, but the idea for their piece suddenly appeared, as sometimes inspiration does,
demanding to be brought to life. As they are both diligent servants to the inspirational muse, they
had no choice but to join forces on stage, as well as behind the scenes. 

Elizabeth & Tawnya

Phoenix Straps Club

@elizabeth-newlin-1

@Crispyjungle

https://atelotorque.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ecnewlin/
https://www.instagram.com/sassyjolie/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2164865087045632308
https://www.instagram.com/jadisfeigns/
https://www.instagram.com/aerial_dancer01/
https://www.instagram.com/crissyscurious/
https://www.instagram.com/nicholeaerial/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=2388621877313536658
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ALISHA AND BRENT are a circus artist duo named "Edge Acrobatics". Since establishing their
partnership in 2014, they have performed around the Phoenix area and shared their love for
movement through tumbling, handstands, and acro classes. Edge has studied under different
coaches around the world in multiple disciplines including hand-to-hand, hand balancing, dance, and
russian bar. They reside in Phoenix but escape the heat to train at the San Diego Circus Center under
renowned teacher, Jean-Luc Martin.
ALISHA'S love for acrobatics began when she was a young competitive gymnast and eventually a
collegiate cheerleader. After graduating with a degree in Commercial Recreation and Event
Management, Alisha discovered the world of circus and fell in love with the myriad of disciplines it
has to offer. She currently is a USAG certified gymnastics coach and co-owns Edge Acrobatics, while
teaching tumbling, handstands, and acro at Vertical Fix Circus Arts.
BRENT has been teaching and sharing his passion for movement for the majority of his life. He began
training, and even teaching, martial arts at a very young age. Eventually his focus shifted to rock
climbing, and he’s been coaching The Rock Phenoms, a competitive youth team, for the past 7 years.
Brent’s specialty as a porter has opened a world of many acrobatic disciplines for him. Alongside
coaching and performing, Brent co-owns Edge Acrobatics.

@edgeacrobatics

Artist Bios

ALEX began her aerial training 5.5 years ago in Minneapolis, MN, after feeling a pull to broaden her
horizons with something both physical and creative. The magic of the first class was all that she needed

to know she had found her new favorite hobby. She recently moved to the Phoenix area and aerial
remained a top priority. KRISTI fell in love with aerial arts at 34 after watching her first Cirque du Soleil

show, Beatles Love. Her ever supportive husband found her first class in Las Vegas. 2 years later she
found a studio here in Phoenix and has been training consistently for the last 5 years (minus a year of

baby-growing/birthing). Kristi is a working wife and mother to three wonderful girls (who will be making a
cameo in the routine), and also loves hiking, running, skiing, and boarding. ALEX AND KRISTI, didn’t know

each other yet, but both showed up to an aerial animal themed night dressed in snake leggings, and that
sparked a friendship that felt meant to be. Both are originally from the midwest (with roots in Minnesota)

and have been taking rope and silks together since October. Working on this routine, they both felt like
this has been a hard year in so many ways but that there are also so many things to be grateful for,

despite the challenges. They felt it was important to focus on hope and joy.

Alisha & Brent

Alex & Kristi

@Alisha-Rickman

@Kristi-Mateus

@allthingsadventuring@aampls

https://atelotorque.com/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=1872859689385984655
https://www.instagram.com/edgeacrobatics/
https://venmo.com/code?user_id=3004354604826624142
https://www.instagram.com/allthingsadventuring/
https://www.instagram.com/aampls/
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Alex Parker
Gray Newlin
James Padilla
Jason Newlin
Josh Johnson
Laura Martinez

Gratitude & Thanks

Our Sponsor

Click the logo to visit their website!

Our Volunteers

Because this show has relied completely on the kindness of strangers (or really, friends and
loved ones) to come to life, we want to recognize just how vital to its existence two sets of
people are. 

First and foremost, we would have been utterly lost from the very beginning without the
time, expertise, equipment, and hard work of Danna and Adam at Showstoppers Interactive
Entertainment. They mentored us, provided the sound, and sponsored us on the insurance.
We value their experience and knowledge and can never repay them.

Secondly, we have had a crew of selfless, tireless volunteers that have pitched in and helped
us with all of the heavy lifting. We could never have done this without all of them. Thank you
for being our village!

Leanna Dianne
Lindsay Green
Maggie Garcia
Matt Kroski
Shawn Kebker
Zhanae Breeden Schuman

https://atelotorque.com/
https://www.showstoppersfun.com/

